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MR Imaging with Phase Encoding of Intermolecular Multiple
Quantum Coherences
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Novel 2D and 3D pulse sequences producing images through
the phase encoding of intermolecular multiple quantum coherences
(i-MQCs) are presented. The signal acquired with these sequences is
free from intermolecular zero quantum coherences (i-ZQCs) which
are not phase encoded and additional phase cycling eliminates arti-
facts. Phase encoding during the n-quantum evolution period pro-
vides n times the resolution expected from equivalent phase encod-
ing of the reconverted single quantum coherences. These sequences
have potential applications for producing i-MQC images of bio-
logical tissues as well as nonbiological materials with substantial
amounts of water. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: MR imaging; intermolecular multiple quantum co-
herences; i-MQC phase encoding; resolution.
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Intermolecular multiple quantum coherences (i-MQCs)
ated from the distant dipolar field have been employed
producing magnetic resonance images (1–8). The imaging se
quences are based on the CRAZED (9) (COSY Revamped b
Asymmetric Z-Gradient Echo Detection) sequence for cr
ing i-MQCs and the HOMOGENIZED (10) (HOMOGeneity
ENhancement by Intermolecular ZEro Quantum Detection
quence for creating intermolecular zero quantum cohere
(i-ZQCs). In the past, the technique of phase encoding mul
quantum coherences has been carried out only in systems
intramolecular coupled spins (11–13). The creation of i-MQCs
however, does not demand the presence of intramolecular
couplings and can thus be applied in a wide range of sys
including biological specimens.

Sequences for the creation of i-MQCs (1–8) usually apply a
RF pulse followed by a gradient pulse that modulates the tr
verse magnetization into a helical structure. The pitch lengtp,
of the helix is given by 2π/γGt whereγ is the gyromagneti
ratio,G is the gradient strength, andt is the duration of the gra
dient. The signal is generated from pairs of spins within a co
lation distanced = π/γGt that is half the repeat distance of t
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed at 139-74 Beckman I
tute, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125. Fax: (626) 449-5163. E-mail: rjacob
caltech.edu. nt
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helix (1). The ability to potentially manipulate image contrast b
changing the helix pitch and thus altering the interaction dista
between the spins makes this technique of interest for biolog
and clinical imaging. Previous work employing i-MQCs to pr
duce MR images adopted multiple quantum filtering strateg
that convert i-MQCs to single quantum coherences that are
phase and frequency encoded (1–8). In this Communication, we
demonstrate a novel approach for creating i-MQC images
water protons with enhanced resolution by phase encoding
i-MQCs during their evolution.

Figure 1 displays the pulse sequence used to produce
slice-selective images employing i-MQCs. The first 90◦ pulse
creates i-MQCs and i-ZQCs. The coherence gradientG1, on
during the i-MQC evolution period, creates a magnetization
lix with pitch length of 2π/γG1t . The phase-encoding grad
ent Gp is also on during the evolution period of the i-MQC
The i-ZQCs are insensitive to gradients and are thus not ph
encoded. However, in the case ofk= 0 one might expect con-
tributions from i-ZQCs. Such contributions can be suppres
by employing appropriate phase-cycling schemes. The sec
pulse (θ◦) is issued at the optimum flip angle for maximizin
reconversion of i-MQCs into SQCs. For intermolecular do
ble quantum coherences (i-DQCs) the optimum angle is 1
or 60◦ depending on echo or antiecho selection.θ = 90◦ can
be employed for reconversion of other higher order i-MQC
The period between the first 90◦ pulse and theθ◦ reconver-
sion pulse,τiMQ, can be varied to produce contrast that d
pends on the transverse relaxation of i-MQCs (T∗2 ,i-MQC). The
coherence selection gradientG2 of amplitudenG1 unwinds
the helix. The period after reconversion,1+TE/2, is opti-
mized to produce coherence transfer echoes of coherenc
der n (14). Depending on the relative gradient polarity of th
coherence transfer selection gradient pairG1 and G2, coher-
ence transfer echoes or anti echoes can be generated. Th
herence gradientG1 can be placed anywhere between the fi
90◦ pulse and theθ◦ reconversion pulse (15). The final 180◦

pulse is a slice-selective-shaped pulse.GSliceis the slice-selective
gradient and the pairGCr′ symmetric to the slice-selective
gradient are crushers.GRBal is the read compensation gradie
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FIG. 1. Pulse sequence for 2D slice imaging using i-MQCs.G andG are coherence order selection gradients. (See text for details.) The arrow indica
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position of the echo.

and the echoes or antiechoes are frequency encoded byGRead,
the read gradient. The last 90◦ pulse along with the spoiler grad
entsGCr at the end of the sequence eliminates stimulated ec
(2, 3). We also employed the phase-cycling scheme of M
et al. (15) to further improve the separation of the required
herence order.

Figure 2 shows the pulse sequence for 3D imaging w
two phase encoding gradientsGP and GP′ applied during the
evolution period of i-MQCs followed by frequency encodi
of single quantum coherences. A hard 180◦ pulse along with
crushersGCr′ replaces the soft 180◦ pulse of the slice-selectiv
version. Other symbols are as in the 2D sequence.

All the experiments reported here were implemented usi
500 MHz (11.7 T) Bruker AMX spectrometer running Para
sion software for image acquisition. The i-DQC images sho
were obtained with an actively shielded microimaging pro
head employing a 10-mm birdcage RF coil maintained at 29
The experiments were conducted with a phantom consistin
one large tube with three inner tubes. The outer tube (i.d≈
9 mm) and two inner tubes (i.d.≈ 2.4 mm) were filled with
water and one inner tube is empty. The reconversion flip a
θ◦ was 120◦. The value of the pitch length is 156µm for all the
images. The1 and TE were kept at 6 and 15 ms, respectively,
all the water phantom images. The images were thresholde

dividually and processed with the VoxelView software runnin
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on an SGI Indy work station. Unless stated otherwise, field
view (FOV) quoted in this Communication corresponds to ph
and frequency encoding with SQCs.

Figure 3 shows 2-mm-thick slice images of the phantom
tained with a FOV of 2× 2 cm. The view perpendicular to lon
axis of the tubes is displayed. The image shown in Fig. 3a
obtained with a conventional spin echo sequence. Figures 3b
3c are i-DQC images obtained with the 2D sequence show
Fig. 1. Figure 3b shows the i-DQC image obtained with ph
encoding alongx and read along they direction. Figure 3c shows
the i-DQC image obtained with phase encoding alongy and read
alongx direction. The phase and read gradient values use
Fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c are identical. In Fig. 3b and 3c the cr
sections appear elliptical with major-to-minor axis ratio of 2
and the major axis along the phase direction. Figure 3d
obtained with parameters identical to Fig. 3b, except that
phase-encode gradient increment was reduced by a factor
The i-DQC images display slightB1 inhomogeneity artifacts a
the edges.

Figures 4a and 4b show twox–y slices extracted from 3D dat
sets. The FOV for the 3D images was 2× 2× 2 cm. Figure 4a
was obtained with the sequence shown in Fig. 2. i-DQCs w
phase encoded along two dimensions and the single q
tum coherence was frequency encoded in the third dimens

gFigure 4b displays the same slice obtained with a sequence
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FIG. 2. Pulse sequence for 3D imaging of i-MQCs.
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(not shown here) in which single quantum coherences conve
from i-DQCs were phase and frequency encoded (1–8). The
strengths of the phase encode and read gradients were ke
same for obtaining both the images. There is a distortion-
magnification of a factor of 2 for each phase encoding perfor
before conversion to single quantum coherence.

The integrity of the i-DQC signals was tested in several wa
Coherence gradients placed along the magic angle nulle
signal. Changing the coherence gradient fromz to the x or y
directions reduced the echo amplitude by half. The coher
selection was extremely sensitive to the ratio of the grad
pair G1 andG2, such that even a slight deviation from the c
rect ratio of 1 : 2 resulted in a nulling of the signal. All the
observations confirm that the signals generated were du
i-DQCs.

Interpretation of the effect of phase encoding in the mu
ple quantum versus the single quantum state is straightforw
Phase encoding the i-MQCs yields afield of view,

[FOV]Phase(i-MQC) = 1

t · nγ1G
, [1]

where1G is the gradient increment which is the same for e

hase step,t is the phase encode duration, andn is the coherence
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order. As expected, the standard expression for the FOV in
single quantum state is obtained whenn = 1. Moreover, when
an i-MQC of coherence ordern is phase encoded with a gradie
step size,1G, the “effective” step size becomesn1G. Because
the FOVPhaseis inversely proportional to the step size it ge
reduced by a factorn. This offers the advantage of employin
reduced phase encode gradient amplitudes with i-MQCs
obtaining images with resolution equivalent to the normal sin
quantum image resolution.

The voxel size in 2D slice selective (i-MQC) image can
expressed as

Vsize(2D)= [FOV]Phase(i-MQC)

nNx
· [FOV]Read

NY
· Slice thickness,

[2]

wheren is the coherence order andNx andNy are the number
of points along the phase and read directions. Since the
(SQC) in our case is 2× 2 cm andNx and Ny are 128, the
in-plane resolution for the images shown in Figs. 3b and 3c
78× 156 and 156× 78µm alongx andy directions, respec
tively. For images shown in Figs. 3a and 3d the in-plane res

tion is 156× 156µm.
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FIG. 3. Slice images: (a) spin echo; (b, c, d) i-DQC images obtained using the sequence shown in Fig. 1. (See text for details.) Slice thickness 2 mm. Matrix
size 128× 128, TR= 2 s, NS= 4, FOV (SQC)= 2× 2 cm.
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When multiple phase encode gradients are applied durin
evolution of i-MQCs the voxel sizes get reduced by a fac
of n for each phase encode direction. For example, in a
experiment where two phase encodes are applied during

FIG. 4. 2D slices obtained from 3D data sets are shown. The 3D data s
128× 64× 64. NS= 4, FOV (SQC)= 2× 2× 2 cm. The 2D slice dimensio

corresponds to 64× 64 and TR= 1.5 s.
the
or
3D
the

e is

i-MQC evolution period the voxel size is

Vsize(3D) = 1

n2

FOV(i-MQC)phase

Nx
· FOV(i-MQC)phase

NY

· FOV(SQC)Read

NZ
, [3]

whereNx, Ny, andNz are the number of points along the tw
phase encodes and read directions andn is the order of the
coherence. We can readily see that the voxel size is redu
by a factor of 4 by encoding both the phase directions with
DQCs. The images shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b correspon
an in-plane resolution of 156×156 and 312× 312µm , respec-
tively. The resolution along the read direction is 156µm. In both
cases measurements of the signal-to-noise ratios for the i-D
images correlate well with the voxel sizes derived in Eqs.
and [3].

Following Warren and colleagues (10, 14) the signal re-

converted from i-MQC with coherence ordern is given
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by

S(t1, t2) = i n−1eiω2t2e−inω1t1 M0

(
nτd

t21s

)
×Jn

(
− t21s

τd

)
e−t1/T2,i-MQCe−t2/T2,SQC, [4]

whereω1, ω2 are the frequencies of precession during thet1
(n-quantum evolution) andt2 (single quantum detection) peri
ods with their respective transverse relaxation times.Jn is the
nth order Bessel function;1s= [3(ŝ · ẑ)2− 1]/2 whereŝ is the
direction of the of the coherence gradients, andẑ is the static
magnetic field direction,M0 is the equilibrium magnetization pe
unit volume,γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, andµ0 is the vacuum
permeability. The dipolar demagnetizing timeτd = 1/γµ0M0

amounts to approximately 76 ms in these experiments.
The expression for the signal acquired in i-DQC imaging w

a reconversion flip angleθ = 120◦ can be expressed as (6, 16)

S(t1, t2) = i M0eiω2t2e−i 2ω1t1

(
3
√

3

4

)(
2τd

t2

)
×J2

(
− t2
τd

)
e−t1/T2,i-DQCe−t2/T2,SQC, [5]

where 2ω1 is the frequency of i-DQC during the evolution perio
andω2 is the frequency of the SQC converted from the i-DQ
during the detection period.J2 is the 2nd order Bessel function
The coherence gradients were applied along thez direction;
hence1s = 1. Though the theory predicts a recovery of 36%
the initial magnetization for i-DQC images (14), our signal-to-
noise measurements suggest that in practice a value up to
of initial magnetization is obtained. This might be attributed
T∗2 losses and diffusion. Contrast in an MR image is determin
mainly due to the signal obtained in the absence of phase en
gradients, i.e., whenk = 0 (17, 18). Thek values corresponding
to higher spatial frequencies generally contribute mainly to i
age resolution and definition. Contrast in the i-MQC images
tained using sequences described here is expected to be sim
that in sequences that phase encode SQCs filtered from i-MQ
As emphasized by Warren and colleagues (1, 3, 4, 14), contrast
can be optimized in these sequences by tuning the pitch le
of the helix, thus varying the interaction distance between
spins which are correlated. The evolution period of the i-MQ
can also be varied to produceT2,i-MQC contrast as opposed to
T∗2,i-MQC contrast by introducing a 180◦ pulse in the middle of
the evolution period (τi-MQC). This will refocusB0 inhomogene-
ity and chemical shifts. By placing an additional pair of gradien
symmetric to this 180◦ pulse i-MQC diffusion contrast can be
produced. Different values of1 and TE may be useful in bio-
logical samples and these parameters need to be optimized

We have demonstrated that for a given gradient strength, ph
encoding of the intermolecular double quantum coherence

sults in images with a factor of 2 increased resolution as co
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pared to phase encoding of single quantum coherence re
verted from the intermolecular double quantum coherence.
images obtained by phase encoding the intermolecular do
quantum coherence are free from contamination due to in
molecular zero quantum coherence except for the possibili
k = 0 line. This can be eliminated by appropriate phase cycl
The techniques outlined here can be easily extended to pro
T∗2,i-MQC, T2,i-MQC, and i-MQC diffusion-weighted images. I
general i-MQC signals are weaker than the SQCs employe
conventional imaging. However the contrast produced in i-M
images makes these sequences attractive.
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